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SOA and zSeries are Closely Linked in
IBM’s Vision

B y  M a r y  E . S h a c k l e t t

GROWING NEEDS FOR ON-DEMAND INFORMATION, KEEN UNDERSTANDING

of the business needs of information, and the need to maximize return
on information investments are driving the enterprise adoption of serv-
ice-oriented architecture (SOA) that utilizes time-tested platforms like
the zSeries.

“As a company, service-oriented architecture is critically important
to us because it is emerging in terms of customer requirements and
needs,” said Colette Martin, Director of IBM’s Marketing and Product
Development for z9 Systems. “Our customers are increasingly dealing
with the demands of an on-demand information world, and they need
more on-demand information to effectively run their businesses.
Because of this, they need to implement service-oriented architecture
for competitive advantage.”

THE MAINFRAME ROLE WITH SOA

IBM’s zSeries vision with SOA centers on the mainframe’s
strength as a computing hub and data repository that can easily be
tapped by SOA.

“This starts with the fact that data is at the core of an enterprise’s
business,” said Martin. “Enterprises need to access, manage and
leverage this data, which largely resides on the mainframe. They also
need industrial-strength security, particularly if they are in health-
care, finance, retail or distribution. That is why the mainframe is
playing a role as a data hub today, why it is likely that it will con-
tinue with this role in the future, and why IBM is extending capabil-
ities on the zSeries.”

The zSeries platform investments that IBM is making are geared to
enhance the data service environment. Key IBM initiatives address
data integration, services and availability, since the zSeries operates as
a central computing hub in many organizations.

“There is customer awareness of this since most of our customers
recognize where they have their data,” said Colette Martin. “They have
many challenges with that data, such as security and regulatory com-
pliance. Enterprises recognize that they have key data assets that have
to be well managed. In fact, some businesses that do not currently have
mainframes are beginning to ask whether having a mainframe would
improve their ability to manage and leverage data.”

CUSTOMER RESPONSE

IBM has been working hand in hand with its customers to
implement business solutions that combine the benefits of SOA
and the zSeries.

“We are seeing a lot of excitement in the zSeries market right
now,” said Sandy Carter, Vice President, SOA and WebSphere
Strategy, Channels and Marketing at IBM. “Organizations are look-
ing at the zSeries as a way to not only deploy applications, but to bal-
ance workloads for the entire enterprise. There is a lot of activity in
the area of zSeries heritage application reuse. What this implies is a
redevelopment of these applications on a development platform like
WebSphere, which can combine renovated applications with Web
services. These new SOA applications are then deployed on the
zSeries. Our customers want SOA applications to work on the
zSeries, and IBM is supporting that effort by speeding CICS and
COBOL version migration on the zSeries. Application leverage is a
key value proposition of SOA that especially affects small-scale
zSeries users. Across the board, we are looking to demonstrate to
senior IT and business executives the value that the zSeries delivers
in SOA deployment.”

PAIN POINT ANALYSIS AND SOA SOLUTIONS

To assist its customer base with collaborative SOA and zSeries strat-
egy adoption, IBM is actively listening to customers and working with
them to identify and resolve major business pain points.

“In working with our customers and understanding their pain
points, we can help them with solutions that take advantage of the
benefits of SOA and the zSeries,” said Sandy Carter. “For exam-
ple, does an organization need better system integration for supply
chain management? Or better customer service? Or more current
market information so it can build market share? These pain points
are often a combination of data, organizational and process needs.
By incorporating these various elements in a project, a project
team can clearly identify the pain points. This can go a long way
in helping an enterprise understand where it should start with its
SOA approach.”

According to Carter, IBM has done about 500 “pain point” project
concepts with customers. Top pain point areas include:

▼ Capitalizing on new business opportunities with faster times to
market;

▼ Improving customer service with a single and consolidated
source of information;

▼ Increasing the accuracy of information to improve general
productivity and the efficiency of business processes;

▼ Expanding the capacity for collaboration; and
▼ Improving the supply chain.
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“In one case, we worked with a large insurance company in the UK
that was a leading edge SOA user,” Carter said. “Their business con-
cerned a need to improve the sales process in a multi-channel selling
environment. They found that each sales channel had a different way
of gathering data and calculating risks for its sales. The company
wanted to create an SOA environment with the zSeries as a central
pivot point. They had information assets that they wanted to leverage,
and these assets had to work on a number of different computing plat-
forms. The company was processing between one and six million
transactions a day. It developed 300 business services that are reused
by as many as 19 applications. The effort has saved them four million
pounds to date, and is projected at a business savings of one million
pounds per quarter. They took advantage of their mainframe invest-
ment, and simply wrappered and reused existing applications in next
generation implementations.”

KEY DRIVERS FOR ZSERIES SOA EXPANSION

The need to recombine data at a moment’s notice in 24/7 on-demand
environments will continue to fuel the adoption of SOA, just as it will
continue to utilize industrial-strength platforms like the zSeries that
are capable of functioning as central information hubs. There are ever-
increasing volumes of data and data access requests that need to be
handled. Further complicating this is the fact that enterprises need to
interact with each other. One example is a supply chain scenario,
where suppliers need to be linked more effectively to manufacturers if
enough widgets are going to arrive on time to manufacture machines.
Enterprises are struggling with the question of how they can get to a
true on-demand world that interlinks them with each other so business
like this can be effectively transacted.

“Compliance and regulatory pressures like Sarbanes Oxley are also
driving many of our customers to pursue SOA,” said Colette Martin.
“These are larger factors in industries like finance and healthcare, but
in today’s business environment, every company wants to make sure
that its brand image is secure for the general public and for investors.”

CHALLENGES TO SOA AND ENTERPRISES

SOA can solve business problems, but it is still facing challenges in
several areas:

▼ Present enterprise architectures and technology investments
▼ Costs
▼ Skills

Some enterprises have invested in standalone servers for standalone
functions for a number of years, with an end result of sprawling data cen-
ters and pockets of information that are not integrated for full data shar-
ing. In these scenarios, technology and highly complicated
infrastructures can become inhibitors. The zSeries can solve many data
and integration problems that these complicated environments can’t. It
has the best security, availability and data solutions, and it can guarantee
data integrity. “Enterprises need to leverage and integrate data across
multiple corporate disciplines in today’s environment,” said Colette
Martin. “They are looking at a service-oriented environment to help them
do this, and a mainframe hub is a best-of-class enabler of this process.”

Understanding the technology migration complications that many
enterprises face, IBM has worked on zSeries cost of ownership to

make the zSeries an attractive deployment model from a cost stand-
point. “Our z9 efforts will continue to reinforce the concept of a main-
frame data hub that is affordable in terms of initial cost and total
ownership cost,” said Martin. “One example is the z9-109 system,
which is the most affordable package of hardware and software
options on a zSeries mainframe platform today. In addition, we are
delivering dramatic price-performance improvements with the entire
zSeries product line—from the z9-109 to the z900 and z990. All of this
may well encourage enterprise decision-makers to take another look.”

With new approaches to pricing that encourage the SOA and zSeries
combination, IBM is offering specialty engines like zSeries-resident
JAVA zAPP processors free. This lowers the total cost of ownership.
The goal is to position the zSeries as an enterprise deployment plat-
form that can also provide access to data across an enterprise’s archi-
tecture—while it performs the virtual balancing of workloads. “We
encourage our customers to approach the zSeries in this way,” said
Martin. “We suggest that they ask themselves what it costs to add a
new physical server versus a new workload on the zSeries.”

Assuming that IBM solves the cost issues and helps sites with their
pain points, there is still the remaining issue of skills training.

“We are seeing a change in our customers’ cultures,” acknowledged
Sandy Carter. “Many are requesting mini-MBA courses for IT profes-
sionals because they recognize that for enterprises to be successful,
technology professionals need to understand the language and the con-
cerns of the end business. This facilitates technology and business staff
communicating with each other in business problem solving.”

Coupled with the need for business acumen and technology skills is
the need for a renewed zSeries skills base. To address this challenge,
IBM over the past three years has worked with 150 colleges and uni-
versities around the world on zSeries curricula that does not just teach
UNIX and JAVA—but also CICS, IMS, DB2, zOS and zSeries archi-
tecture. This work is only beginning to see its payoffs, with students
starting to graduate from these programs and enter the mainframe job
market. To facilitate the process, IBM is partnering customers with
universities via a recruiting network. It is also extending the internal
education on the zSeries that has been available to IBM’ers to the IT
staff of its customer base. At the same time, IBM is working to sim-
plify z/OS and subsystems like DB2 to reduce learning curves.

“The zSeries is still leading edge technology that we intend to keep
investing into,” said Colette Martin. “At the same time, we recognize
that we have to ensure an ecosystem of skills that needs to be in place
for the long haul, especially as the older zSeries generation begins to
retire. Over the past few years, we have been elevating our focus in
developing skills in young IT professionals and students for the
zSeries platform.”

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS

IBM zSeries sites understand the value of the zSeries’ virtualization
potential. The task is to take advantage of that capability with new ini-
tiatives like SOA. Here are several recommendations for those moving
ahead with SOA:

▼ Set up an effective governance system, because this will be your
most important predictor of success. Within that system
determine how you want to share the SOA services that are
developed, and how these services will be paid for.
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▼ Design a mechanism for change control for the SOA services
that are designed, and also determine the skill levels that you
will need to support the process.

▼ Take advantage of several IBM services for free to jumpstart
your SOA initiative. IBM will come in and look at your
technology architecture. It will analyze how you can best adapt
that architecture to SOA and will deliver a written report. IBM
also has project definition workshops where it shares the best
practices of business services.
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